In this paper a class of quartic trigonometric Bézier curve, called QT Bézier curve, with two shape parameters is presented.
Introduction
Bézier curves and surfaces are the basic tools for modelling in Computer Aided Geometric Designing(CAGD) and Computer Graphics(CG). Bézier polynomial has several applications in the fields of engineering, science and technology such as highway or railway rout designing, networks, Computer aided design system, animation, environment design, robotics, communications and many other disciplines because it is easy to compute and is also very stable. The classical Bézier curves have some limitations that their shape and position are fixed relative to their control polygon. Thus people attempt to find a solution of the problem in the non-polynomial function space. During the last few years, a major research focus has been the use of trigonometric functions or the blending of polynomial and trigonometric functions.
Trigonometric B-splines were first presented in [1] and the recurrence relation for the trigonometric B-splines of arbitrary order was established in [2] . In recent years, several new trigonometric splines have been studied in the literature; see [3] , [4] and [5] . In [6] cubic trigonometric Bézier curve with two shape parameters were presented. In [7] , a novel generalization of Bézier curve and surface with n shape parameters are presented. In [8] , the cubic trigonometric polynomial spline curve of 3 continuity is constructed, which can be 5 continuity under special condition. In [9] , uniform T-B-spline basis function of ( + 1) ℎ order and its solution is presented. In [10] , quartic splines with 2 continuity are presented for a non-uniform knot vectors which are 2 and 3 continuous under special case. Algebraic-Trigonometric blended spline curves are presented in [11] which can represent some transcendental curves. Cubic trigonometric Bézier curve with two shape parameters is presented in [12] . Recently in [13] , a quadratic trigonometric Bézier curve with shape parameter is constructed which is 1 continuous. In [14] , the generalized basis functions of degree + 1 with two shape parameters are presented. The cubic trigonometric polynomial spline curve of 1 continuity is constructed in [15] , which can be 3 continuity under special condition. In [16] , the cubic trigonometric polynomial curve similar to the cubic Bézier curves is constructed. In [17] , the shape features of the cubic trigonometric polynomial curves with a shape parameter are
analyzed. An extension of the Bézier model is studied in [18] . In [19] and [20] quartic and cubic trigonometric Bézier curve respectively with shape parameter is presented and the effect of shape parameter is studied. A new rational cubic trigonometric Bézier curve with four shape parameters are defined in [21] . The main purpose of this work is to present a class of quartic trigonometric Bézier Curve, called QT Bézier Curve, with two shape parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, QT Bézier basis functions with two shape parameters are established and the properties of the basis functions are shown. In section 3, QT Bézier curves are given and some properties are discussed. By using shape parameter, shape control of the QT Bézier curves are studied. In section 4, the representation of ellipse has been shown. In section 5, the approximability of the QT Bézier curves and the classical quartic Bézier curves corresponding to their control polygon are shown. Conclusion is given in section 6.
QT Bézier Basis Functions
Firstly, the definition of QT Bézier basis functions is given as follows. The remaining cases follow obviously. 
The construction of the basis functions
where q is arbitrary vector in 2 or 3 , and T is an arbitrary × matrix, d=2 or 3.
(d) Convex hull property:
The entire QT Bézier curve segment lies inside its control polygon spanned by 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . Obviously, shape parameter affects the curve on the control edges ( 0 − 1 ) and ( 2 − 1 ) and affects the curve on the control edges ( 4 − 3 ) and ( 2 − 3 ). The shape parameters and serve to effect local control in the curves: as increases, the curve moves in the direction of edges ( 0 − 1 ) and ( 2 − 1 ); as decreases, the curve 
Shape

The Representation of Ellipse
The basis functions (1) have the following properties: For = = 0, the basis functions reduces to the cubic trigonometric Bézier curve (since 2 ( ) = 0). So in this case, we redefine the basis functions with = = 0 as follows: This is an arc of an ellipse. 
Approximability
Conclusion
As mentioned above QT Bézier curve have all the properties that quartic Bézier curves have. Since there is nearly no difference in structure between a QT Bézier curve and a quartic Bézier curve, it is not difficult to adapt a QT Bézier curve to a CAD/CAM system that already uses the quartic Bézier curves.
